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Create the perfect 
outdoor space
Combining beautiful design and functionality, 
our range of 3 awnings has been designed 
and developed to provide a versatile weather 
solution, whatever the application.

Designed and manufactured in the UK.

“The awning was easy to install 
and looks great. It provides 
excellent shade and protection 
from the elements. The fabric 
is strong and durable and the 
colors are really vibrant.”
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Terrace Awnings

Built to last

Built to the highest standard, our awnings are designed to 
perfectly complement your business, home and lifestyle. 
Manufactured in the UK, all of our awnings are UKCE/CE 
approved and load tested for wind and water. Our awning 
motors are also covered by a comprehensive five year 
manufacturers guarantee for added peace-of-mind.

Enjoy your outside space for longer

A patio awning is a great way to enjoy the outdoors while 
still having the protection from the elements. Providing 
shade from the sun and even privacy from neighbours. 
It can also add a decorative element to your outdoor 
space, and can be used to extend the living space of your 
home. Sun and wind sensors allow your awning to operate 
automatically, protecting itself in the event of high winds.

At home

Create the ideal outdoor space for your family. Available in 
a variety of designs and fabrics, you can choose an awning 
that complements your home perfectly. Retractable patio 
awnings not only provide shade from the sun but also add 
a distinct look to your home’s exterior. 

Your outdoor space becomes an extension of the indoors. 
Children can play safely with protection from the sun’s 
harmful rays, you can enjoy entertaining in a cool shaded 
area that will be the talk of the party or simply enjoy sitting 
back and having a relaxing moment or two to yourself 
while the world goes on around you.

Commercial and retail use

Make sure your business stands out from the crowd with a 
retractable awning. Available with a choice of high quality 
fabrics, we’re confident that you’ll find an awning that 
matches and enhances your brand. 

Our awnings are supplied with high performance Acrylic 
fabrics which are ideal for commercial use. Awnings offer 
an affordable way of providing more space to promote and 
sell your products, or to offer cover for additional outdoor 
seating areas.

Education

Making outdoor play and learning safer on younger skin. 
Turn outside areas into pleasant places to sit, play and 
learn with intelligent retractable awnings. Encourage 
outdoor play with a stylish and practical addition to the 
playground.

Made in the UK

UK manufactured awnings supplied with a high 
performance Acrylic fabric.
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Enjoy your terrace 
in any weather 
with our range of 3 
contemporary patio 
awnings
Our quality Terrace awnings 
collection offers a cool terrace 
whilst keeping the indoors a 
comfortable temperature and 
furniture protected from fading 
colours by the bright sunshine.

Weymouth

Hastings

Tenby

Total freedom

Our awnings are primarily used for terrace or patio 
applications. Thanks to their special construction, this 
type of awning offers you total freedom of movement 
beneath the sun protection system and therefore the 
possibility to furnish the terrace as you like. 

Convenience

We offer you an extensive range of options including 
controls, sensors and fabrics so you can achieve 
the perfect style awning for your home, business or 
educational setting.

Controls and sensors

Choose from our range of controls 
and sensors to make sure you get 
the most from your awning.  

See page 8

Tricky installations

We have a range of awning brackets 
to circumvent gutters, drainage and 
uneven substrates.  

See page 9

Fabrics

The design of your awning can 
really transform the look and feel 
of your outside space; choose 
from our range of stunning  
high-performance fabrics.  

See page 10

1
YEAR WARRANTY
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The Hastings, a highly popular terrace awning 
due to its design and the wide range of colours.

The Sun Collection Hastings

Hastings

The adjusting device of the Hastings is covered behind beautifully finished teardrop 
covers. These stylistic features do not detract from its quality at all. It can be installed 
in almost every situation due to its unique installment possibilities. If you are looking 
for a stylish and high quality terrace awning, then Hastings is the model for you.

Characteristics 

● Wide range of colour options

● Fabric fully protected in cassette

● Appealing teardrop design

● Available with or without valance

● Available with manual or electrical control system

● SITUO 1 hand set as standard

Certifications

Lifespan - Class 3

Water Resistance - Class 2

Wind Resistance - Class 2

Mounting

End Fix

Maximum Dimensions

Width Projection

Hastings 6000 mm 2500 mm

Hastings   5500 mm 3000 mm

Cassette Colours

Anthracite grey textured 

Pure white 
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The Sun Collection Tenby

The minimalist design of this terrace awning is largely characterised by its rectangular cassette, 
which cuts a fine figure against the facade, both when open and closed. If you are a design 
enthusiast, who wants to combine style with all the benefits of a high quality terrace awning, 
then the Jan des Bouvrie model is the solution for you.

Characteristics 

● Fabric fully protected in cassette

● Unique design by Jan des Bouvrie

● Stylish design on any facade, when open and closed

● Wall-mounting concealed behind the awning

● Available with electrical control system

● SITUO 1 hand set as standard

Maximum Dimensions

Width Projection

Tenby 6500 mm 2500 mm

Tenby 6250 mm 3000 mm

A unique design by Jan des Bouvrie, 
Netherlands’ best known interior and exterior 
designer.

Tenby

Certifications

Lifespan - Class 3

Water Resistance - Class 2

Wind Resistance - Class 2

Mounting

Wall Mounted

Cassette Colours

Anthracite grey textured 

Pure white 
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Weymouth’s distinguishing features are its 
olive-shaped appearance, unique adjustment 
settings and substantial dimensions.

The Sun Collection Weymouth

Weymouth

As a larger version of a Hastings, the Weymouth is also an attractive addition to your 
facade, when closed. If you are looking for a stylish and high quality terrace awning 
with stunning looks, then Weymouth is your model.

Characteristics 

● Fabric fully protected in cassette

● Unique olive-shaped design

● Available with or without valance

● Available electrical control system only

● SITUO 1 hand set as standard

Certifications

Lifespan - Class 3

Water Resistance - Class 2

Wind Resistance - Class 2

Mounting

End Fix

Maximum Dimensions

Width Projection

Weymouth 6500 mm 3000 mm

Weymouth 6000 mm 3500 mm

Cassette Colours

Anthracite grey textured 

Pure white 
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Options and  
Accessories

Situo 1 Solaris RTS Pure II

A single channel remote to control your 
awning. Comes with a wall bracket. 
(Supplied as standard)

Situo 5 Solaris RTS Pure II

A 5-channel remote to control multiple 
awnings from one device, or additional 
accessories. Comes with a wall bracket.

Smoove 1 RTS Wall Switch Pure

The stylish and easy to use Smoove Wall 
Switch allows you to wirelessly control your 
awning with its touch sensitive display. 
Handy for when you misplace the remote.

Wireless Handsets

3 specially designed hand transmitters 
designed to let you control your 
awning and additional remote control 
accessories at the touch of a button.

Choose from our range of accessories 
to make sure you get the most  
from your awning.
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Terrace Awnings

Sensors

Our range of sensor options provide extra peace-of-mind by monitoring vibration, 
sunlight and/or wind to automatically control your awning – preventing fabric from 
being torn and prolonging the life of the awning.

Awning Brackets

In most circumstances, our awnings can be fitted directly to masonry. For installations where that’s not 
possible, we’ve developed a broad range of awning brackets to provide additional support and/or to 
circumvent obstacles such as guttering or uneven walls. We can also offer bespoke designs to suit specific 
requirements.

Eolis 3D WireFree RTS (Vibration Sensor)

This battery powered wind sensor 
detects vibrations from high winds and 
automatically retracts your patio awning 
to protect the fabric, mechanism and your 
property, even in your absence.

Solaris RTS (Sun and Wind Sensor)

A combined sun and wind sensor that will 
extend or retract awnings as the sun comes 
out or goes in, with priority to retract when 
wind speeds exceed a preset value (from 10 
to 50 kph). Requires a 230V mains supply.

Standard

Designed to give flexibility when 
installing patio awnings they help 
to give extra height when installing 
around a gutter, spreading the load 
down the way.

Goal Post

Where there is no option to fit 
the awning directly above the 
building or structure. These can 
be bolted to the wall at each end 
or freestanding in the ground.

Free Standing

Our free-standing range is designed 
to allow installation of an awning on 
its own, without fixing directly to a 
building or nearby structure.

Eolis RTS (Wind Sensor)

The Eolis RTS wind sensor automatically 
retracts the awning in strong winds (wind 
strength threshold can be adjusted). 
Requires a 230V mains supply.

Sunis Outdoor WireFree RTS (Sun Sensor)

A solar-powered, 100% autonomous radio 
sun sensor that automatically controls 
your awning, providing automatic sun 
protection.
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Acrylic Fabrics
IRISUN fabrics are created 
to the highest quality  
and design.

We offer 3 kinds of awning fabric.  
Each one is created to the highest standards 
and comes in a variety of combinations.

SOLID STRIPED TEXTURED

Characteristics 

● High resistance of the colours to UV. 

●  Duraclean treatment for high water-
repellency and strong anti-dirt 
characteristics.

● 10-year warranty

Care and cleaning

Remove heavy dirt with running water. Use a soft 
cloth or brush to clean the awning fabric, avoid strong 
rubbing. To remove mold, use white vinegar then 
rinse several times with water. Do not use aggressive 
detergents, alkaline or acid substances, oxidizers like 
hypochlorite or hydrogen peroxide.Let the awning dry 
well before rolling up.

Important Notes on Colour

The printing process does not allow exact reproduction 
of the paint and fabric colours. If you are unsure of your 
colour choice please ask your supplier for a sample. 
Colour references quoted are the nearest standard RAL 
or BS references to the colours used. They will not be 
an exact match and are intended as a guide only.
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Solid

Striped

Textured

Technical Information

Yarn 100% solution dyed outdoor acrylic

Finishing
Acrylic with high water repellency 
Duraclean treatment for a stronger 
resistance to dirt.

Resistance to light UV resistant 7-8/8

Thickness 0.55mm

Weight 290g/m2

Water column 350mm

 

FADE RESISTANT WATER REPELLENT STAIN RESISTANT MOULD RESISTANT BREATHABLE
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G211 RED G054 YELLOW

G822 BEIGE G642 GREENZ647 LIGHT GREY G267 ORANGE

G488 DARK GREY

G015 YELLOW/WHITE (Stripe width: 17cm)

(Stripe width: 17cm)

(Stripe width: 17cm)

(Stripe width: 17cm)

(Stripe width: 17cm)

G212 RED/WHITE

G359 BLUE/WHITE

G248 GREEN/WHITE

G171 BLACK/WHITE

G639 BLUE

G024 GREEN G674 GREY
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C and P Security Products Ltd, 1 Lyon Road, Wimbledon SW19 2RL

Other products C&P Group offer…

C&P GROUP

C&P Group manufactures domestic and commercial outdoor living solutions as well as a wide range 
of high quality security products since 2006. We’re product to be the only dedicated manufacturer 
to the trade only

Based at our factory in Wimbledon, London, we offer a wide range of bespoke products along with a 
wealth of experience in the physical security market and a passion for quality and service.

Each product is custom made and everything can be tailored to fit the exact requirements of the 
customer. With a state of the art powder coating oven and spray back booth, we can powder coat to 
our customers’ specification, in house, saving our customers time and money.

020 8545 0404 
candpsecurity.co.uk 

sales@candpsecurity.co.uk

Awning Brackets
Did you know we manufacturer an 
extensive range of awnings brackets? 
Download a copy of our brochure from 
candpsecurity.co.uk/downloads

Order Forms & Price List
Full range of order forms can be downloaded 
at: candpsecurity.co.uk/downloads

For our current price list, please contact the 
office at admin@candpsecurity.co.uk

Awning BracketsPrice List
October 2022
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